duplication and insertion deletion OsI_10_26225
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Supplementary Figure S5 . Analysis of the PPR motifs in the RFL proteins encoded within the cluster located on chromosome 10 in Oryza sativa indica. (a) Tree illustrating the phylogenetic relationships between PPR motifs extracted from protein sequences and numbered starting from the amino-terminus is displayed. In total, 123 PPR motifs from 8 RFLproteins were aligned. (b) Comparison of the schematic representations illustrating the distribution of the PPR motifs in the sequences of RFL proteins. The PPR motifs are coloured according to the tree shown in (a). Duplication and insertaion, as well as deletion of PPR motifs have been indicated. PPR12  PPR10  PPR09  PPR08  PPR06  PPR05  PPR04  PPR03  PPR02  PPR01  PPR11  PPR14  PPR13   PPR11  PPR10  PPR09  PPR07  PPR06  PPR05  PPR04  PPR03  PPR02  PPR01   PPR12  PPR11  PPR09  PPR08  PPR07  PPR06  PPR05  PPR04  PPR03  PPR02  PPR01  mTP   PPR10  PPR08  PPR07  PPR06  PPR05  PPR04  PPR03  PPR02  PPR01 Supplementary Table S4 . Assignment of P-class PPR protein sequences into orthologous groups by OrthoMCL and OrthoFinder, and clusters by CDHit. RF-orthogroups/cluster are highlighted in red.
Oryzeae Oryza
Identification of RFL proteins
OrthoMCL CD-Hit (OsJ) OrthoFinder
OrthoFinder OrthoMCL-DB CD-Hit Phylogeny
Supplementary Table S5 . List of RFL sequences assigned to RFL-clade by analysis with OrthoFinder, OrthoMCL-DB, CD-Hit and Phylogeny. Sequences of the reference RFLs (Fuji et al., 2011) are highlighted in red. yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96716  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96716  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96716  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96716  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96721  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96721  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96721  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96721  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96765  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96765  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96765  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_96765  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97034  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97034  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97034  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97034  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97043  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97043  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97043  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd2_97043  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd3_19755  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd3_19755  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd3_19755  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd3_19755  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd4_112460  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd4_112460  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd4_112460  yes  yes  yes  yes  Bd21_Bd4_112460  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14330  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14330  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14330  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14330  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14335  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14335  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14335  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14335  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14456  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14456  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14456  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_14456  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21525  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21525  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21525  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21525  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21817  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21817  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21817  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21817  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21896  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21896  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21896  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_10_21896  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9472  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9472  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9472  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9472  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9514  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9514  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9514  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_4_9514  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_8_40119  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_8_40119  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_8_40119  yes  yes  yes  yes  Oba25_8_40119  yes  yes  yes 
